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Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act (CISA, S. 754) Amendment Analysis 
 

 

Sponsor Amendment 
No. Issue Summary OTI 

Position 

Whitehouse 2626 
Computer 

Crime 
Authority 

Authorizes the court to issue an order compelling private sector entities to hack 
into people's computers and networks: 
 -Immunizes companies from liability for helping government hack, regardless of  
  harm, and establishes authority to reimburse companies for expenses incurred 
 
Significantly expands violations and penalties for violating CFAA in relation to 
critical infrastructure (CI): 
  -Establishes penalty of up to 20 years in prison for harm to computers connected 
   to CI that do not actually harm or interfere with operation of CI 
  -Overbroad definition of CI that could include shopping malls, sports stadiums,  
   and other places the public gathers 

Strongly 
Oppose 

Cotton 2581 Operation:  
Sharing 

Incentivizes direct sharing with FBI by extending liability protections: 
  -Reduces operational effectiveness; it undermines DHS's situational awareness 
  -Harms privacy and civil liberties because FBI is not subject to privacy guidelines 

Strongly 
Oppose 

Burr/Feinstein  Manager’s 
Amendment 

Operation:  
Sharing 

 
Privacy and 

Civil Liberties:  
Government 

Uses 
 
Cybersecurity: 

Defensive 
Measures 

 
Oversight:  

Transparency 

Sharing Authorization: Improves an operational and privacy concern by only 
allowing sharing for cybersecurity purposes 
  -Does not address many outstanding operational and privacy issues 
 
Law Enforcement Uses: Removes authorization to use information in 
investigations into 18 USC 3559 violent felonies 
  -Law enforcement would still be authorized to use information for many  
   investigations unrelated to cyber threats 
 
Resolves concern that defensive measures would undermine cybersecurity by 
authorizing companies to violate the federal anti-hacking statute 
 
FOIA: Removes the new and unnecessary (b)(10) FOIA exemption 

Strongly 
Support 

  

https://www.congress.gov/114/bills/s754/BILLS-114s754pcs.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2626-Whitehouse-Cybercrime.fb06ba7dd77c4bf5b09ec1b9c286b3b6.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2581-Cotton-FBI%20Exemption.18385c95f3da433bb6fa8bcb8ac342f1.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4519-dhs-is-very-worried-about-cisa-and-they-should-be/CISA_MGR_AMDT_S754.119ba9fb17f24ea9b0b316e54ba1df41.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4519-dhs-is-very-worried-about-cisa-and-they-should-be/CISA_MGR_AMDT_S754.119ba9fb17f24ea9b0b316e54ba1df41.pdf
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Sponsor Amendment 
No. Issue Summary OTI 

Position 

 
Franken 2612 

Operation and 
Privacy: 

Definitions 

Clarifies definition of Cybersecurity Threat: 
  -Increases operational effectiveness and reduces sharing of information on false  
   positives by ensuring companies only share information about events that are  
   reasonably likely to result in harm 
 
Clarifies definition of Cyber Threat Indicator: 
  -Ensures that more of the information shared is actionable by reducing sharing  
   of unnecessary user content and PII 

Strongly 
Support 

Wyden 2621 
Operation and 

Privacy: 
Protection of 

PII 

Significant operational and privacy improvement - requirement to remove PII: 
  -Protects PII by requiring as much of it as is feasible be removed unless it's  
   necessary to describe or identify a threat 
  -Would significantly increase how actionable the shared threat data is since PII is 
   not actionable for security experts 

Strongly 
Support 

Heller 2548 
Operation and 

Privacy: 
Protection of 

PII 

Minimal improvement: Requirement to remove PII: 
  -Requires PII removal if there is reasonable belief it isn’t directly related to threat 
  -Does not establish standard for efficacy of review for PII 
  -Would still allow sharing of unnecessary victim information and other PII 

Neutral 

Coons 2552 
Privacy: 

Second PII 
Scrub 

Ensures DHS can remove unnecessary PII before disseminating indicators 
throughout government: 
  -Incomplete fix because it does not require companies to share through DHS 

Strongly 
Support 

Carper 2615 
Privacy: 

Second PII 
Scrub 

Ensures DHS can remove unnecessary PII before disseminating indicators 
throughout government, and establishes standard for stripping PII: 
 -Incomplete fix because it does not require companies to share through DHS 

Strongly 
Support 

Flake/Franken 2582 Oversight:  
Sunset 

Establishes a six year sunset: 
  -Improves oversight by ensuring Congress reviews effectiveness of authorities 
  -Preserves liability protection for actions taken during authorization period 

Strongly 
Support 

Tester 2632 
Oversight: 

Government 
Reporting 

Enhances transparency by requiring government reporting on the efficacy of 
information sharing, how much person data is shared, and how often that data is 
used for purposes unrelated to cybersecurity 

Strongly 
Support 

Wyden 2622 
Oversight: 

Notification of 
Improper 
Sharing 

Requires the federal government to notify people if their PII was improperly 
shared Support 

Leahy 2587 Oversight:  
FOIA 

Removes unnecessary de facto FOIA exemptions of all information shared: 
  -Most information would already be protected under standing FOIA exemptions Support 

Vitter 2578 
Oversight: 

Staff Security 
Clearances 

Enhances oversight by requiring review and update of procedures to ensure one 
staffer for each member of relevant Committees can obtain security clearances Support 

Vitter 2579 
Cybersecurity: 
Small Business 

Support 

Bolsters DHS's resources to help small businesses enhance their cybersecurity: 
  -Establishes a new DHS Small Business Cyber Security Operations Center 
  -Appropriates funds to stand up Center for 3 year pilot program 

Support 

Coats 2604 Cybersecurity: 
Mobile Devices 

Commissions DHS to study and issue a report on security threats to mobile 
devices Support 

https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2612-Franken-Cyber%20Definitions.2d6bf454452f44fe87d4631f7903bd9c.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2621-Wyden-PII%20Scrub.5aef7916c5ca4b1a92e37070f8782b43.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2548-Heller-Reasonably%20Believes.0b9a58202e6f41ecacbb9ab682441c38.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2552-Coons-PII%20Scrub.8e996843acba41b6b08958d07aadea9d.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2615-Carper-DHS%20Portal.767160c60c924afca47117728708fea6.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2582-Flake-Sunset.10c68f45ac5d4677bfa7c6cd07cc080a.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2632-Tester-Transparency.83cb6a5a6d42475090db53b6d7267847.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2622-Wyden-Gov%20Notification.f28ed138e82540c38a80fadad74bbdc6.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2587-Leahy-Strike%20FOIA%20Exemption.62e04fe4e59a41669db6bfa1cd7b5f2f.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2578-Vitter-Security%20Clearances.568e5f7fcf814557a5ec7e8759f5fac1.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2579-Vitter-Small%20Business.5c69d7603bab49ee817eb96ebb319d1f.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2604-Coats-Mobile%20Device%20Report.5081647d594c4107a02c87a61397b46e.pdf
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Sponsor Amendment 
No. Issue Summary OTI 

Position 

Mikulski 2557 Cybersecurity: 
Appropriations 

Enhances cybersecurity by appropriating $37M for OPM emergency response to 
cyber attacks Support 

Gardner 2631 
Cybersecurity: 

Report on 
Cyberspace 

Policy 

Requires the Secretary of State to publically produce a strategy on elements of 
international cyberspace policy Neutral 

Carper 2627 
Cybersecurity: 

Einstein 
Authorization 

Authorizes DHS to make Einstein intrusion detection system available to deploy 
on federal networks 
  -Includes emergency authorization for DHS to deploy intrusion detection and  
   response capabilities 

Neutral 

Kirk 2603 

Cybersecurity: 
Apprehension 

of 
International 

Cybercriminals 

Requires the Secretary of State to consult with countries with whom the US 
doesn't have an MLAT or extradition treaty to: 
  -Apprehend and prosecute people accused of committing cybercrimes or  
   intellectual property crimes; 
  -Work to prevent further commission of those crimes 

Neutral 

Paul 2564 
Business 
Rights: 

Contracts 
Protects the right to contract by ensuring liability protections don’t override user 
agreements Support 

Flake 2580 

Business 
Rights: 

Clarifies 
Voluntary 

Sharing 

Restates that private sector to private sector sharing is voluntary Neutral 

Murphy 2589 

Privacy: 
Human Rights 

and 
International 

Relations 

Extends Privacy Act protections and ability to pursue a remedy for violations to 
non-U.S. persons Support 

 

https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2557-Mikulski-OPM%20Funding.64f036c025a34281a7f05ec08fb63c39.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2631-Gardner-Sec%20of%20State%20Intnat%27l%20Cyber%20Policy.0758575eda7d4ce893e0de8c8a30095d.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2627-Carper-Einstein.34319beb87fd4265942a50e9a96b6ce3.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2603-Kirk-Intnat%27l%20CyberCriminal%20Report.f775828e92384684aad3b873e6cc62d8.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2564-Paul-Liability%20Immunity%20Limit.6e78eac50d204963be4f5b8472b8356d.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2580-Flake-Private%20Entity.6e42efa74198449186c75c3ac3eedb88.pdf
https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4577--162/2589-Murphy-Judicial%20Redress.b9bc584bd562438cbe3e757eb6c2f163.pdf

